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Performance Equation

 Basic performance equation

 These factors separate three factors that affect performance

◦ Can measure CPU execution time (run the program)

◦ Clock rate is given

◦ Can measure the overall instruction count using profilers/simulators

◦ CPI varies by the instruction type and implementation details

Cycle Clock x CPICount x  nInstructio  Time Execution CPU =

Rate Clock

CPI Count  nInstructio
  Time Execution CPU


=

The Power Wall

FIGURE 1.15 Clock rate and Power for Intel x86 microprocessors over eight generations and 25 years. The Pentium 4 

made a dramatic jump in clock rate and power but less so in performance. The Prescott thermal problems led to the abandonment

of the Pentium 4 line. The Core 2 line reverts to a simpler pipeline with lower clock rates and multiple processors per chip.

Copyright © 2009 Elsevier, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Power Dissipation Challenge
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Quantify Power

7

 For CMOS chips, traditional dominant energy 

consumption has been in switching transistors, called 

dynamic power 

 For fixed task, slowing clock rate (frequency 

switched) reduces power, but not energy

Frequency  Voltage  Load Capacitive Power 2

Dynamic =

2

Dynamic Voltage  Load Capacitive  Energy =

Quantify Power

8

 Capacitive load is a function of the number of transistors 

connected to the output and technology
 Determines capacitance of wires and transistors

 Dropping voltage helps both, so went from 5 V to 1 V

 To save energy and dynamic power, most CPUs now turn off the 

clock of inactive modules (Eg: Floating Point Unit)
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Multi-Cores, Clock Rate and Power

 Sea Change: From uniprocessor designs to multicores!

Power at the Enterprise Level

 Power consumption is a significant problem at the enterprise/server level

 Mismatch between rated power and actual utilization

 See “Power Provisioning for a Warehouse-sized Computer” by X. Fan et.al in 
ISCA 2007

 Several techniques have been proposed – energy proportional computing, 
power napping, DVFS (dynamic voltage and frequency scaling)

Component Peak Power Count Total

CPU 40 W 2 80 W

Memory 9 W 4 36 W

Disk 12 W 1 12 W

PCI Slots 25 W 2 50 W

Motherboard 25 W 1 25 W

Fan 10 W 1 10 W

System Total 213 W
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Amdahl's Law

 This law states that the performance improvement to be 
gained from using some faster mode of execution is limited by 
the fraction of the time the faster mode can be used.

 The law defines the performance factor as the speedup: it tells 
us how much faster a task will run using the machine with the 
enhancement as opposed to the original machine.

 It gives  us the overall performance behavior of a computer 
with two different modes and speeds of operation. 

 A serial machine (one CPU) vs a parallel versions, multiple 
CPUs, etc.

11

Amdahl's Law

Speedup due to enhancement E:

ExTime w/o E        Performance w/  E

Speedup(E) = ------------- =   ------------------

-

ExTime w/  E        Performance w/o E

Suppose that enhancement E accelerates a fraction F of the 

task by a factor S, and the remainder of the task is unaffected
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ExTimenew = ExTimeold x   (1 - Fractionenhanced) +  

Fractionenhanced

Speedupoverall   =
ExTimeold

ExTimenew

Speedupenhanced

=

1

(1 - Fractionenhanced) +  Fractionenhanced

Speedupenhanced

• It depends on two factors: Fractionenhanced and Speedupenhanced

• Fractionenhanced : fraction of the computation time in the original 

program that can be converted to take advantage  of enhancement.

• Speedupenhanced the amount of improvement.

Amdahl's Law

Amdahl’s Law: Example 1

 Floating point instructions improved to run 2X; but only 

10% of actual instructions are FP

Speedupoverall =

ExTimenew =

14
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Amdahl’s Law: Example 1 

 Floating point instructions improved to run 2X; but only 

10% of actual instructions are FP

Speedupoverall =
1

0.95
= 1.053

ExTimenew = ExTimeold x  (0.9 +  .1/2) = 0.95 x ExTimeold

15

Amdahl’s Law: Example 2

 An enhancement that runs 10 times faster than the 

original machine but only for 40% of the  time:

16

Fractionenhanced = 0.4

Speedupenhanced = 10

Speedupoverall = 1/ (0.6 + 0.4/10 ) = 1/0.64 = 1.65

Amdahl’s law is applicable for parallel processors

15
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Amdahl’s Law summary

 If an enhancement is only suitable for a fraction of a task, we 

can’t speed up the task by more than the reciprocal of 1 minus 

the fraction

 This of course assumes fixed-load problems: the problem size 

does not change with improvements.

17

MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second)

610  Time Execution

Count nInstructio
  MIPS


=

 MIPS rating misleading

 Execution time is the only valid and unimpeachable measure of 

performance

CPU time      =  Instruction count  x  CPI  x   clock cycle

cycle clock

seconds

nInstructio

cycle Clock

 program

nsInstructio

program

seconds
=

17
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Performance: What to measure
 Usually rely on benchmarks vs. real workloads

 To increase predictability, collections of benchmark applications, 
called benchmark suites, are popular

 SPECCPU: popular desktop benchmark suite
◦ CPU only, split between integer and floating point programs

◦ SPECint2000 has 12 integer, SPECfp2000 has 14 integer pgms

◦ SPECCPU2006 to be announced Spring 2006

◦ SPECSFS (NFS file server) and SPECWeb (WebServer) added as server 
benchmarks

 Transaction Processing Council measures server performance and 
cost-performance for databases
◦ TPC-C Complex query for Online Transaction Processing

◦ TPC-H models ad hoc decision support

◦ TPC-W  a transactional web benchmark

◦ TPC-App application server and web services benchmark

20

How Summarize Suite Performance (1/3)
 Arithmetic average of execution time of all pgms?

◦ But they vary by 4X in speed, so some would be more important  

than others in arithmetic average

 Could add a weights per program, but how pick weight? 

◦ Different companies want different weights for their products

 SPECRatio: Normalize execution times to reference 

computer, yielding a ratio proportional to performance =

time on reference computer 

time on computer being rated

19
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How Summarize Suite Performance (2/3)

 If program SPECRatio on Computer A is 
1.25 times bigger than Computer B, then

B

A

A

B

B

reference

A

reference

B

A

ePerformanc

ePerformanc

imeExecutionT

imeExecutionT

imeExecutionT

imeExecutionT

imeExecutionT

imeExecutionT

SPECRatio

SPECRatio

==

==25.1

• Note that when comparing 2 computers as a ratio, 
execution times on the reference computer drop out, so 
choice of reference computer is irrelevant 

22

How Summarize Suite Performance (3/3)

 Since ratios, proper mean is geometric mean 
(SPECRatio unitless, so arithmetic mean meaningless)

n

n

i

iSPECRatioeanGeometricM 
=

=
1

1. Geometric mean of the ratios is the same as the ratio of 
the geometric means

2. Ratio of geometric means 
= Geometric mean of performance ratios 
 choice of reference computer is irrelevant!

• These two points make geometric mean of ratios 
attractive to summarize performance
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